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Plasma Turbulence 
W. Horton 

Institute for Fusion Studies, The University of Texas, Austin, Texas 78712 

and 

G. Hu 

Globalstar LP, P.O. Box 640670, 3200 Zanker Road, San Jose, CA 95164-0670 

The origin of plasma turbulence from currents and spatial gradients in plasmas is de- 

scribed and shown to lead to the dominant transport mechanism in many plasma regimes. 

A wide variety of turbulent transport mechanism exists in plasmas. In this survey we sum- 

marize some of the universally observed plasma transport rates. 
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I. Introduction 

Plasma occurs in states of turbulence under a wide range of conditions including space 

and astrophysical plasmas as well as those produced in laboratory confinement devices. The 

strength of the turbulence increases as the plasma is driven farther away from thermodynamic 

equilibrium. While there are many ways to drive the plasma away from equilibrium with 

particle beams, laser beams, and radio frequency waves, the universally occurring departures 

from equilibrium considered here are (1) the presence of plasma currents and (2) the existence 

of spatial gradients. While both driving forces may exist simultaneously it is sufficient to 

consider the effects independently here. 

In Sec. I1 we describe the types of plasma turbulence that occur in the uniform plasma 

in which the role of magnetic field is negligible on the fast ion acoustic wave turbulence and 

the Buneman instability driven by a current density j = -enu[A/m2] in a plasma. Here n is 

the plasma density and u the relative drift velocity of the electrons with respect to the ions. 

The electron charge is -e and mass is me. The plasma turbulence provides the mechanism 

for the exchange of energy and momentum between the electrons and ions. The turbulence 

determines the current-voltage relationship through the anomalous resistivity 77 = meveR/ne2 

where e,me are the electron charge and mass and veft. is the rate of change of the electron 

momentum meu, measured relative to the ion rest frame, due to the turbulent electric fields. 

The energy density in the turbulence is W[J/m3]. The dependence of vefi on u/ve for both 

regimes is shown in Fig. 1. Experiments have confirmed the general features of the small 

fraction turbulence level W/neTe producing a substantial anomalous resistivity Veff /up cv 

0.2(rn,/rni)1/3 and a fast turbulent heating of the electrons. Once the electron temperature 

< 

T e  increases to the value such that the associated thermal velocity ve = ( k B T e / m e ) 1 / 2  > 2u 

the turbulence enters a weaker regime where v,g 21 U ~ ( U / W e ) ( T ' / ~ )  x The dependence 

of Vefi on the drift velocity u makes the Ohm's law E = qj = (meveE/ne2)j nonlinear. There 
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is substantial plasma heating and the production of a fast ion tail on the ion distribution in 

this ion acoustic turbulence phase of the experiments. 

In Sec. I11 the case of plasma turbulence produced by the spatial gradients from its 

confinement. The confinement or trapping of a plasma is produced both in the laboratory 

and space/astrophysics by magnetic fields that cause the charged particles to gyrate with 

radius pa = m,v,/q,B around the local magnetic field B(x). The confinement along B 

(parallel to B) occurs either due to the large increase of IB1 giving rise to  the mirror effect as 

in Earth's magnetosphere or due to the field lines forming closed, nested toroidal surfaces as 

in solar current loops and the laboratory tokamak device. From over 30 years of laboratory 

research in the tokamak confinement studies of plasma there is a detailed understanding 

of the intrinsic, irreducible plasma turbulence that develops from spatial gradients. This 

turbulence is generically called drift wave turbulence and is driven by the cross-field gradients 

of the plasma density Vn = -(n/Ln)Gz and temperature VT = -(T/L*)&. While there 

are many detailed forms known for the turbulence depending on the plasma parameters 

there, essentially three generic results for the plasma cross-field diffusivities D[m2/s] of 

particles and X[m2/s] for thermal dsusivity. The three functionally distinct forms are: 

(1) the Bohm diffusivity DB = CYB(Te/eB), ( 2 )  the gyro-Bohm diffusivity from drift waves 

Ddw = adw(Pi/LT)(Te/eB) where pi = (miz)1/2/eB is the thermal ion gyroradius and 

the (3) collisional turbulence diffusivities Dr = argvep, (LJLTR,) where v, is electron-ion 

collision frequency associated with resistivity Ell = qjll along the magnetic field. The Bohm 

difhsivity varies as T / B  and is documented in Taroni et al. (1994) and Erba et al. (1995), for 

the tokamak with a low coefficient CYB N 1/200. The drift wave transport varies as T3/2/B2L 

and is documented in Horton (1990) with a coefficient adw N 0.3 (Horton, et al., 1980). The 
resistive interchange mode diffusivity varies as Xrg N n/T,'/2B2 and has a coefficient of order 

unity (Wakatani and Hasegawa, 1984). The coefficients c x ~ ,  a d w  and arg are weak functions 

of many detailed plasma parameters such ",',/Ti, /3 = 2pop/B2 and more. Just as in 

2 2  
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neutral fluid turbulence there are many degrees of freedom excited in plasma turbulence and 

there is great difficulty in determining the details of these formulas either through theory 

or numerical simulations. Nonetheless, the years of experience with the tokamak program 

have led to rather firm general conclusions about the turbulent diffusivities. The study of 

the boundary layers between different types of plasmas in the magnetosphere have also shed 

light on the limits of the collisionless plasma transport rates. 

Now we present some details of these two fundamental forms of plasma turbulence. 

11. Cur r ent-D r iven Turbulence 

Large currents naturally occur in plasmas due to its low resistivity. Since the typical current 

system in a plasma has a long L/R-time the plasma electric field from E(t)  = q( t ) j  varies 

rapidly with the level of the plasma turbulence. One of the well-documented settings of 

current-driven turbulence is the ionosphere (Kelley, 1989, pp. 167-182 and 397-419). In 

this weakly ionized plasma large currents are driven by the magnetospheric coupling to 

the solar wind dynamo. Both the Buneman (1963) two-stream instability at high drift 

velocities and the E x B gradient instability at low drift velocities (Keskinen et al., 1980 

and Sudan, 1983) are well documented sources of plasma turbulence. Here we summarize 

the first considerations for determining the plasma turbulence and resistivity. 

A. Two-stream instability 

In the initial phase of a plasma carrying a high current, the electron drift velocity relative 

to the ions u -j /en,  exceeds the electron thermal velocity ve = (kBT''/me)1/2- These 

conditions produce a strong, unstable electrostatic wave with an intermediate phase velocity 

that grows until it traps most of the electrons. The trapping mechanism thermalizes the 

electron distribution to the new, high temperature Te N 4(mi/me)1/3me~2 which may be 

described as a turbulent heating with the effective collision frequency u e ~  cz 0.2~+,,(m~/mi)'/~ 
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as shown in the laboratory by Hamberger and Jancarik (1972). At the end of the turbulent 

heating of the electrons, the plasma current is still present but now the plasma instabilities 

are kinetic with the ion acoustic wave turbulence driven by the positive slope on the drifting 

electron velocity distribution function. 

B. Ion acoustic turbulence driven by the plasma current 

After the electron temperature rises to the level where the drift parameter U / V e  < 1 the 

uniform plasma has unstable ion acoustic waves that provide an anomalous resistivity 7 and 

thermal diffusivity X. There is also a condition that T e / z  >> 1 for the ion acoustic turbulence 

to be strong. When the large Te/x condition is not satisfied, then the nonuniformity or 

gradient drift velocity must be present for the system to be unstable. This is the usual 

regime of laboratory plasma confinement experiments and is the topic of Sec. 111. 

When the ion acoustic turbulence is unstable the system exhibits the effective collision 

frequency that rises linearly with u/ve as shown in Fig. 1 for u/ve 1/2. The higher U / V e  

region is the transition to the Buneman two-stream turbulence. The turbulence exists as a 

cone-shaped spectrum of wave vectors pointing in the direction of the electron drift velocity u 

measured with respect to the ion rest frame. An ion acoustic spectrum is shown in Fig. 2. The 

waves receive energy and momentum from the electrons and deposit energy and momentum 

in the ions. The response of the ions depends on their mass and collision frequency with the 

neutrals. For collisionless, light (hydrogenic) ions, the turbulence produces a fast ion tail on 

the ion velocity distribution. Ion energies beyond 52’‘ axe produced and the density nt of 

the ion tail varies roughly as %/ne N (me/77~i)”~. In plasmas with a mixture of ion species, 

the hydrogenic component is easily accelerated to form the energetic ion tail and thus shuts 

off the linear growth mechanism (Slusher et al., 1976). Thus, the turbulence tends to appear 

in bursts. The transport coefficients are given in Horton et al. (1976). 
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111. Spatial Gradient Driven Turbulence in Magnetized 
Plasma 

In nonuniform, magnetized plasmas the ion acoustic waves are modified into two branches 

with different parallel phases velocities due to the presence of the diamagnetic currents j, = 

eanaVda required from the j, x B = V p ,  force balance. Here, each charged particle species is 

designated by the subscript a. In a sense, the relevant drift velocities for driving the plasma 

turbulence change to the small diamagnetic drift velocities vaa = Ta/eaBLpa = (Pa/Lpa)VTa 

where L;: = -d,l)np,(z). Even for small values of P a / L p a  these diamagnetic currents drive 

low-frequency (w << e,B/ma) waves with k almost parallel to B x V p a  unstable. These 

waves are called drift waves and their effect is to produce a cross-field transport of particle 

energy and momentum. A direct spectroscopic measurement of the turbulent transport of 

injected impurity ions is given in Horton and Rowan (1994). 

A. Drift waves in the laboratory 

The collisional drift waves with growth rates determined by resistivity r]  and thermal dXusiv- 

ity X, were the first drift waves to be discovered and thoroughly investigated (Hendel et al., 

1968). The identification was made in low temperature steady state plasmas produced by 

thermal (contact) ionization of Alkali elements (principally Cesium and Potassium) in long 

cylindrical devices with closely-spaced Helmholtz coils. Correlations between the observed 

potential-density waves with the properties predicted by the linear dispersion relation and 

the single-wave finite amplitude formulas (Hinton and Horton, 1971) were used to establish 

that the radially localized, 10 kHz rotating wave structures were the drift waves. The dimen- 

sionless density ii/n and potential e&/T, waves are approximately equal amplitude sinusoidal 

oscillation with ii leading $ by 30" to 45" in phase. Figure 3 shows the drift wave potential 

and density isolines. Vortex dynamics has also been observed in the plasmas produced in 
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these devices called Q-machines. Here Q is for quiet. In the experiments of Pecseli et  al. 

(1984, 1985), externally excited vortices of like signs were shown to coalesce into one vortex. 

Vortices of opposite signs were reported to interact with each other forming a dipole vortex 

pair. 

A variety of drift-type instabilities relevant to toroidal magnetic fusion devices, including 

the trapped electron modes by Prager, Sen and Marshall (1974), the trapped ion instability 

by Slough, Navratil and Su (1982), the collisionless curvature driven trapped particle mode 

by Sca-rmozzino, Sen and Navratil(l986) have been produced and identified in the Columbia 

Linear Machine. 

The drift wave driven by the radial ion temperature gradient in a collisionless cylindrical 

plasma was demonstrated in the modified Columbia Linear Machine (CLM) by Sen-Chen- 

Mauel (1991) by using biased wire screens to create a zl,(r) gradient sufficient to excite 

an m = 2, 10 kHz (in the plasma frame) drift wave oscillation. The toroidal ITG mode 

driven by the magnetic curvature was also produced and identified by Chen and Sen (1995) 

in the same machine. In the CLM experiments the plasma is in a steady state like the Q- 

machine experiments except that the plasma temperatures are an order of magnitude higher 

(T, 2 T' - 6ev), the density is lower ( N  N 109cm-3) giving the collisionless condition 

(v < wk)  for waves with angular frequency wk in the working gas of hydrogen. There are 

approximately 15 ion gyroradii in the plasma radius. 

Drift waves were found in the transient plasmas produced in the multipole confinement 

devices that were both linear and toroidal devices with strongly varying B-fields from parallel 

conductors carrying large currents from external power supplies. The multipole plasmas of 

hydrogen, helium and argon were produced by microwave frequency heating. The theory for 

the drift waves in the multipole takes into account the localization of the unstable oscillations 

to regions of unfavorable gradient-B and curvature particle drifts and the sheax in the helical 

B(x)-field (Ohkawa and Yoshikawa, 1967). These experiments provided further evidence for 
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the universal appearance of drift waves in confinement geometries. The correlation of drift 

wave theory with the multipole and spherator experiments are described in Sec. 3.3 of the 

Horton (1990) review article. The main result to be noted here is that the experiments 

show that increasing the magnetic shear reduces the fluctuation amplitudes (Okabayashi 

and Arunasalam, 1977). The multipole devices are unique in being able to continuously vary 

the magnetic shear parameter strength from zero to of order unity. Even with the strongest 

magnetic shear, however, the fluctuations were not eliminated. 

The magnetic shear plays a central role in the linear and nonlinear theory of the cross-field 

transport consistent with the role of shear on the fluctuations measured in these experiments. 

In recent theory and experiments for tokamak confinement devices the combined roles of 

E,. x B sheared flows and magnetic shear are known to produce enhanced confinement 

regimes (Synakowski et al., 1997 and Burrell, 1997). The improved confinement occurs over 
narrow radial regions giving rise to  new confinement regimes with internal transport bariers 

(Koide et al., 1994; Levinton e t  al., 1995; Strait et  al., 1995). The principal tools available 

for understanding these changes in transport are the dependence of drift wave turbulence 

on the system parameters especially the magnetic shear in B(x) and mass flow shear in the 

hydrodynamic flow velocity u(x). 

In tokamaks the identification of drift waves in the core plasma came from the microwave 

scattering experiments (Mazzucato, 1976) and infrared COS laser scattering experiments 

(Surko and Slusher, 1976, 1978). These measured fluctuations were explained in the con- 

text of drift waves existing at the mixing-length level of saturation (Horton et al., 1976) 

taking into account the response of the trapped electrons in the drift-wave dissipation. Sub- 

sequently, many experiments around the world have observed the universal appearance of 

a broad-band of drift wave fluctuations with w/27r = 50kHz-500kHz at IC_L = 1cm-' to 

15cm-l in toroidal confinement devices for both the tokamak and helical-stellarator sys- 

tems. Many fluctuation and transport studies in toroidal confinement facilities around the 
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world, including TFTR, Alcator, TEXT, ATF, Heliotron, JFT2M, ASDEX were undertaken 

in the 1980s and 1990s that have referred these initial findings of drift wave turbulence and 

the associated radial transport D d w  -N &w. 

A basic physics research program on plasma fluctuations and anomalous transport was 

carried out from 1982-1994 in the TEXT tokamak at The University of Texas at Austin. 

This experiment provided the most complete correlated data sets of core fluctuations from 

five kl-values (2,4.5,7,9,12 cm-l) from far-infrared (FIR) laser scattering, complex probe 

arrays for edge turbulence, the heavy ion beam probe (HIBP) for measurements of the 

radial electric field E, and the space-time localized fluctuating potential 4 in addition to 

the usual complement of spectrometers, interferometers, bolometers and magnetic coils for 

determining the state of the plasma. A review of the FIR and HIBP data, as well as other 

diagnostics, leading to the conclusion that the drift waves are present and responsible for 

the transport is given in Bravenec et al. (1992). A review of the diagnostics on TEXT and 

other tokamaks is given by Gentle et  al. (1995). There is substantial supporting evidence in 

the high-level edge fluctuations data for resistive-interchange turbulence giving X r g .  Other 

turbulence is observed due to parallel shear flow, impurity drift modes and recombination 

ionization. In the core plasma the dissipative trapped electron mode dominates in TEXT 

(Bravenec et al., 1992). In contrast to this Ohmic heated tokamak, for auxiliary heated 

plasmas where the Ohmic heating is a fraction of the total input power the ion temperature 

gradient driven drift wave is the dominant driving mechanism for the drift wave turbulence. 

The TEXT experiments were Ohmic discharges with toroidal magnetic fields B = 2T, 

plasma current I = 200 - 400kA the inductive loop voltage €e = 2V from the iron core 

transformer. The discharges produced hydrogen plasmas with T, 5 2 kev and Ti 5 1 kev 

from the collisional resistivity. In contrast, the major fusion confinement experiments have 

high power neutral beam injection (NBI) systems providing injected powers Pb = 5 to 30 MW 

producing T' 5 8 kev and T, _< 40 kev. Thus, the nature of the instability driving the plasma 
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turbulent switches from the electron temperature gradient T‘(r) parameterized by 

to the ion temperature gradient q’(r) parameterized by 

in going from Ohmic discharges in TEXT and ALCATOR, to the high power NBI heated 

discharges in TFTR, JET, DIII-D, and JT6OU. The energy-momentum deposition profiles 

and magnitudes from the auxiliary heating become key control parameters in the later ex- 

periments. These four machines are large I > 106A with cost greater than one billion 

dollars. 

The conclusion of the TEXT experiment is that the drift wave fluctuations account 

for both the particle and thermal energy transport to  the edge of the large Ohmic heated 

tokamak. At the extreme edge the plasma is in contact with a metallic diaphram where 

collisional and radiative losses dominate the transport and cooling of the plasma. The 

same conclusion that the small scale drift wave turbulence determines the radial transport 

properties of the plasmas applies to the largest ( I  2 2MA) tokamaks. There is some 

indication that the very core of the large machines may enter a quieter regime with lower 

transport levels (Mazzucato et al., 1996). 

B. Conditions for transport and propagation of disturbances 

Now we analyze the ion motion in the E x B convection. For the small, localized excess of 

ion charge shown in Fig. 3 the 

(3) 
CE x B 

B2 VE = 

convection rotates plasma clockwise around the potential maximum 4 > 0 which is also 

the density and electron pressure maximum in the adiabatic response. Now, if the ambient 
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plasma is uniform (axnu = axx = 0) across the convection zone then the cell rotates without 

plasma transport. When the plasma has an z-gradient of density (pressure), however, there 

is a rapid transport of the structure along the symmetry direction with a small diffusive 

transport across an x = const surface. The speed of the localized structure in Fig. 3 along the 

symmetry direction is approximately the electron diamagnetic drift speed Vd, cTe/eBLn 

where L;’ = -d,lnN. The analytical description of the net convective flux particle and 

thermal fluxes across a given surface S is given by 

In the absence of the phase shift 6n - $I in Fig. 3, the transport vanishes. In the proper set of 

flux-driving gradient variables the transport matrix has Onsager symmetry (Sugama et al., 

1996). 

For the positive potential structure in Fig. 3 the clockwise E x B rotation brings higher 

density N ,  (and higher pressure N>Te) plasma to the right and lower density N< (pressure) to 

the left resulting in a shift of the maximum density and potential, linked through the electron 

response by 6ne 2 ne(e$/Te), to the right. The speed of the translation is proportional to 

the gradient of the density L;’ = -&en N and inversely proportional to the strength of the 

magnetic field B. The speed also increases with electron temperature T e  since the potential 

fluctuation e$I scales up with Tee For a negative potential structure the E x B rotation is 

counter-clockwise, but the structure moves to the right with same speed (in the limit of 

small e$/Te) since now lower density plasma is brought to the right shifting the minimum in 

that direction. Now, the ion density at this location builds up in the time 6t equal to that 

of the original electron maximum 6ne = N(e$/Te) when the condition 
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is satisfied. In the last step we use quasineutrality taking Sni = he = N(e$/Te) which is 

valid for fluctuations that are large compared to the Debye length. During the time bt the 

convection moves the maximum of the structure to the right by 6y = ?&& where 

69 cT, aN 
ude = st = ---- eBN a x  (7) 

The x-displacement of the plasma during this motion is tx = vx6t = -6t64/BSy. When this 

displacement becomes comparable to 6x the motion is nonlinear leading to the formation of 

nonlinear vortex structures. Locally, the plasma is mixed over the length Sx in one rotation 

period when the amplitude tX = J ' d f u ~ ~  = 6x. The nonlinear problem is treated in Chaos 

and Structures in Nonlinear Plasmas by Horton and Ichikawa (1996). 

C. Drift wave diffusivities and the ion inertial scale length 

It is conventional in the study of drift waves and transport to introduce gradient scale lengths 

and reference diffusivities. Thus, the length L, is defined as the density gradient scale length 

through the relation 1/L, = -ax& N .  The temperature gradient scale length LT is defined 

similarly. The spacetime scales of the waves lead to two different dimensional scalings for 

the plasma diffusivities. The reference diffusivities are the Bohm difhsivity 

and the drift wave diffusivity 

rn 
l e  D B = -  eB 

also commonly called the gyro-Bohm diffusivity in reference to the factor p,/L, << 1. Here 

ps = (miT,)'j2/eB is effective gyroradius parameters for hot electrons Te 2 Te. Clearly, the 

scaling of the Bohm and gyro-Bohm diffusivities are markedly different with DB 0: Te/B 

independent of the system size while Ddw = T:I2/B2L decreasing with the system size. 

There is a long history of confinement scaling studies that have correlated the thermal 
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and/or particle confinement with either the Bohm or the drift wave scaling laws. The issue 

is still actively debated as to which transport scaling is to occur under given confinement 

conditions (Petty et al., 1995). In short, the Bohm (8) scaling arises from mesoscale drift 

wave structures Ax = (ps and thus is expected near marginal stability (Tajima et al., 

1994; Kishimoto et  al., 1996; Garbet and Waltz, 1996). When the convective cells size reduces 

to Ax = ps the drift wave diffusivity (9), more commonly called gyro-Bohm, applies. 

A compendium of thermal dif€usivity formulas collected from the literature on drift wave 

turbulent transport is given by Connor (1993). Both formulas (8) and ((8) must be multiplied 

by dimensionless functions of the system parameters to explain transport in a particular 

device. Currently, large scale particle simulations are used to address this issue from first 

principle calculations (Parker et al., 1996 and Sydora et  al., 1996). 

In defining the dimensionless gyroradius parameter p*, it is usual to replace the space- 

time varying length L, with the relatively constant value a of the plasma minor radius. 

Thus, a key issue is the scaling of plasma confinement systems with 

- P s  p* = - a 

(Waltz et al., 1990; Perkins et  al., 1993). Drift wave theory is able to account for confinement 

scaling either as DB or ~ * D B .  llansport dependent on p* depends on the average mass mi 

of the working gas ions since ps = (miTe)1/2/eB. 

The Perkins et al. (1993), Petty et al. (1995), and Erba et al. (1995) studies present 

evidence for the Bohm-like scaling of transport. Power balance in the JET discharge up to  

7 MA of plasma current is obtained with X e  = aeq2(a/Lp)DB and X i  = a i X e  + Xl" with 

and ai = 3.0 (Taroni et al., 1994; Erba et  aL,1995). Here l/q(r) = RBo/r& = 2.1 x 

gives the local pitch of the helical magnetic side line. 

The relevant system parameters for TEXT and the large Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor 

(TFTR) are given in Table 1. 
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Table I. Plasma Drift Wave Parameters 
TFTR 

4.8T 
2.45m/0.8m 

6 kev 
4 x 1 0 l ~ c m - ~  

20 cm 
3 x io5cm/s 
1-20 cm-l 
10-500 kHz 

5 x 10-3 to 0.02 

magnetic field 
major/minor radii 
electron temperature 
density ne and 
gradient length L, 
drift velocity ?& 

k scattering experiment 
w scattering experiment 
g e / n e  

TEXT 

2T 
1.0m/.27m 

500 ev 
3 x 1 0 l ~ c m - ~  

10 cm 
1 x io5cm/s 

1.5-15 cm-' 
10-1000 kHz 

0.01 to 0.1 

The fluctuation measurement at wavenumbers kl 5 1cm-l require the techniques of 

reflectometry (Doyle et al., 1991, Mazzucato and Nazikian, 1993) and the indirect method 

of beam emission spectroscopy as in the Durst et al. (1993) experiment. 

Let us close by showing the evidence from the FIR scattering experiment in the core of 

the TEXT experiment (Brower et al., 1985,1987). Figure 4 shows the peak of the frequency 

of the electron density fluctuations inferred from the dynamical scattering factor S(k1, w )  

versus the wavenumber kl from the scattering geometry. The frequency of the spectrum in 

the lab frame follows w = W k ( q i )  + k@E to a good approximation where WE = -cE,/B is 

the Lagrangian velocity of the plasma (ions and electrons) relative to the laboratory frame 

of reference and wk(qi) is the drift wave frequency in the plasma frame. The plasma rest 

frame frequency wk is shown by dotted lines for the range of vi = a h  T&Vn ni values in this 

experiment. The corresponding laboratory frame frequencies are given by the dashed lines. 

To find the transformation velocity V E ,  and thus the Doppler shift, the HIBP diagnostic 

is used to determine the radial electric field E,-(r). Quasilinear theory (QT) predicts the 

spectrum of density fluctuations 

S ( k , w ) = L ( I  6ne  ne (k, w)  1) ~ I ( k ) S ( ~ - k . u - w k )  
VT 

where V and T are the sample volume and time interval. Renormalized turbulence theory 
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(RNT) gives a Lorentzian spectral distribution 

with the turbulent decorrelation rate 

The agreement of the peak of the FIR measurement of S(k ,  w )  in Fig. 4 and the theoretical 

formulas for the drift waves is the direct signature of the drift wave turbulence. 

The main features of the measured fluctuations are explained by drift waves and the 

drift wave turbulence. Comparing the fractional fluctuation level Ti/n from the early smaller 

machines ATC (Mazzucato, 1976) with the intermediate size TEXT and the large TFTR 

machine shows that the core fractional fluctuation level scaling is consistent with (p,/a)" 

with an exponent between 1/2 and unity. 
In a review article it is important to point out parallels with other areas of physics. The 

closest and most important parallel to plasma drift waves is the analogy with the Rossby 

waves and vortices in geophysical atmospheric and oceanographic disturbances with periods 

long compared to the rotational period of the planet. Hasegawa and Mima (1977, 1978)) 

Hasegawa et al. (1979) develop the limit in which the two models become isomorphic. The 

correspondence is due to the Coriolis force having the same mathematical form as the Lorentz 

force. The analogy was also recognized by Petviashvili (1977) which led to the first rotating 

parabolic water tank experiments by Antipov et al. (1982,1985) in Kurchatov, and Antonova 

et al. (1983) in Tiblisi. This aspect of the drift wave-Rossby problem is found in the Horton 

and Hasegawa (1994) article in the special issue of CHAOS devoted to such geophysical 

vortex structures. Further development of the theory from the plasma physics perspective 

is given in Chaos and Structures in Nonlinear Plasmas by Horton and Ichikawa (1996). 
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D. Scaling laws of the ion temperature gradient turbulent trans- 
port 

The most important instability with respect to the limits on the ion thermal confinement for 

nuclear fusion is the ion temperature gradient (ITG) instability. This drift wave instability 

goes by both the name ITG and the eta-i (vi L,/L=J mode due to the key dimensionless 

parameter r]i that measures the strength of the ion temperature gradient. For a specific 

toroidal machine with major radius R it is advantageous to use the gradient parameter 

pi = R/LT, since, unlike L,, the major radius R of the machine is fixed. In certain regimes 

there is a well-defined critical value vi,crity starting at the minimum of 2/3, above which there 

is a strong drift wave instability producing anomalous ion thermal flux qi. 

First studies of the ITG turbulent transport were naturally concerned with regimes 

where the mode growth per wave period Tkmax/Wk is substantial (2 0.1). The ~ r *  oc- 

curs approximately at the wavenumbers kgpi N (1 + &'I2 << 1. In this regime the mix- 

ing scale length for an isotropic fluctuation spectrum (A, N A,) of wavelengths X gives 

Xi N A;Tma N (Pi/LTi)(CTe/eB) g(q i ,  3, Q, E,) at the fluctuation levels E/n = e$/Te N ps/Lz 

as known from theory and associated with the experiment in Fig. 4. Parameters for such 

a regime are vi = 3, S = L,/L, = 0.1, r = Te/x = 1 as in the 3D FLR fluid simulation 

(Horton et  al., 1980a; Hamaguchi and Horton, 1990), and the gyrofluid simulation (Hammett 

et  al., 1994; Waltz, et al., 1994). 

The 3D-slab model simulations (Horton et al., 1980a; Hamaguchi and Horton, 1990) 

show that the ion thermal dif€usivity is 

for the magneticshear parameter S = L,/L, > SI = 0.05 and Ti not close to  qc. For small 

shear S < SI the scaling S-'12 is too strong and the parameterization with S is given as 

exp(-S/So) in Hamaguchi-Horton (1990) and as q/(S+ SO) in Kotschenreuther e t  al. (1995) 
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and Waltz et al. (1994). When the turbulence level is high we expect So independent of pa: 

for low turbulence levels So is proportional to p*. Near the critical gradient the exponent on 

vi - vc in Eq. (13) becomes unity. The supporting bifurcation analysis is found in Hamaguchi 
and Horton (1990). 

For the regime of q; >> 1 the density gradient parameter L, drops out of the system and 

the parameterization of the 3D simulations gives Xi = 0.8 fi LT a eB g(q, s, ZIT'.). This is called 

the flat density regime where qi 2 3-4. 

In full toroidal models there are additional parameters. The instability in the toroidal 

system changes character from that in the cylindrical system. It is the linear eigenmode 

problem (Rewoldt and Tang, 1990) that determines how the plasma adjusts through the 

self-consistent field dynamics to the gradient driving mechanisms and the sheared toroidal 

magnetic field to obtain the fastest release of stored thermal energy contained in the pressure 

gradient. 

In the toroidal regime the ion thermal diffusivity formula is the formula given by Horton- 

Choi-Tang (1981) 

with c1 of order unity. Owing to the factor of q the confinement is inversely proportional to 

the product of self-field Bp x &/a  and the externd toroidal field B E Bd. The peak of the 

growth rate driving the turbulence is at ky = pF1 [l/(l + Near this wavenumber the 

phase velocity uk/ky is changing from the electron diamagnetic direction for smaller kyps to 

the ion diamagnetic direction at larger &ps. Thus, there is a critical wavenumber where the 

phase of the wave is stationary in the plasma rest frame and the mode grows exponentially 

at the interchange growth time r = ( R L T ~ ) ~ / ~ / c ,  which is of order a few microseconds. 

In the absence of the ITG fluctuations (q; < qc) the calculation of the ion thermal flux 

in the torus is still a complicated problem due to the geometry and complex ion orbits. 

The collisional thermal flux for low collisionality v,i (viqR/v~~)(R/r)~/~ 5 1 is from the 
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random walk of the banana orbits formed by the guiding center drifts of the trapped ions. 

Most large tokamaks ( I  > IMA) are in this low collisionality regime. The collisional thermal 

flux qi = -n&:eOdT,/dr (which is only one diagonal element of a large transport matrix) is 

given by Chang and Hinton (1986) and Hirshman and Sigmar (1981). In the small E = r /R  

limit the ion thermal dif€usivity from collisions is 

where the 0.66 arises from the pitch angle scattering and the 1.88 from energy scattering 

(Bolton and Ware, 1983). Here pie = qpJe and the post-factor of (T/R)’/~ takes into account 

that only the trapped and barely passing ions, whose fractional density increases as (r/R)lI2, 

contribute to the Xqm in the banana regime. At larger collisionality (R/r)’I2 > v*i > 1 the 

ion detrapping collision occurs before the banana orbit is formed. The ion thermal diffusivity 

from collisions in this regime is X;” = 2.6(~i/qR)(qpi)~. 

The theoretical structure of the full transport problem treating the collective drift wave 

fluctuations and the collisional interactions on equal footing is given in a series of works 

by Sugama and Horton (1995a, 1997) electrostatic turbulence and Sugama et al. (1996) for 

electromagnetic turbulence. Both transport processes arise from the Coulomb interactions 

of the charged particles. The collision operator takes into account the thermal fluctuation 

levels at Debye length space scales ~ X D ,  2 1, while the drift wave takes into account the 

collective Coulomb interactions on space scales covering many Debye lengths kXD, << 1. 

The general procedure of predicting the (r)-profiles from the energy-momentum de- 

position profiles for the evolution of the core plasma is carried out with transport codes. 

An example is shown in Fig. 5 from the IFS/JAEM collaborative analysis of an important 

discharge (Horton et al., 1997). The normalized gradient scale lengths computed for the 

JT6O-U discharge 17110 is shown in Fig. 5. The principal system and plasma parameters 

for the discharges are given in Table 11. 
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Recent deuterium discharges in JTGO-U have reached sufficient plasma confinement in 

the presence of the drift wave turbulence to achieve conditions showing that the equivalent 

deuterium-tritium plasma would have achieved fusion power breakeven. The D-T fuel is 

roughly 200 times more reactive than the D-D fusion fuels at these ion temperatures. In 

JET long pulses (At 2 10 s )  in the D-T system have produced confinement sufficient for the 

fusion power to reach about 60% of the injected power. Extrapolations to a 20 MA tokamak 

predict a fusion power sufficient for ignition. 

Table 11: JT-6OU High-P, Experiment 17110 

with Internal Transport Barrier: Phase I 

3.1 m/0.7m 
4.4 T 
2 MA 
27MW 
4.1 x 101gm-3 

38 keV/12 keV 

1.1 x 1021 m-3 - s keV 
-100 km/s 

E. Resistive drift wave and interchange turbulence 

The collisional drift wave is a paradigm for anomalous transport that has been extensively 

investigated with many different modelings. A particularly simple 2D-model, called the 

Hasegawa-Wakatani (1983) model with an adiabaticity parameter a has been investigated by 

Wakatani and Hasegawa (1984), Krommes and Hu (1994), Sugama et al. (1988)) Gang et al. 

(1991), Koniges et al. (1992)) Biskamp et al. (1994)) and Hu et al. (1995). To understand the 

origin of the simple a-model and to appreciate its limits we briefly present the 3D resistive 

drift model. 

For finite resistivity Q = meVe/nee2 the parallel current carried by the electrons in Eq. (10) 

yields jll = -(nee2/meVe)Vll(4 - %inn) using the isothermal approximation ape = TeSne. 
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The collisional drift wave equation follows from the divergence of the current V - j = 0 with 

the polarization current balancing jll through V j, = -Vlljll = q-lVfi(q5 - $tnn) and the 

electron continuity equation. The rotational part of the plasma momentum for the vorticity 

V2y  is equivalent to  the current closure equation. The vorticity equation and the electron 

continuity equation give, in dimensional form 

where Os2 is the effective g-force used to relate the curvature and gradient-B effects to the 

classical Rayleigh-Taylor instability. The computation of R(r) for the average curvature of 

the magnetic field line is extensively used in stellarator/heliotron research (Careras et al., 

1987). The derivatives on the left side of Eqs. (16) and (17) are the E x B convective 

derivatives defined by df / d t  = at f + VE V f using Eq. (80). The model equations (16) and 

(17) have a conserved potential vorticity C given by 

which generalizes the potential vorticity already defined in Eq. (81). It is useful to first 

consider the dimensionless form of the model equations (16) and (17) in global coordinates 

before using the local drift wave uni ts  ps and L,/cs. Using the' minor radius a for the 

cross-field BOB dimensions, the major radius R for the dimensionless z /R  --.) z and time in 

units wd t ( p J ~ ) ~  + t [equivalent to  (cTe/eBa2)t + t], one finds that the natural amplitude 

variables are ecp/T' = cp and nJno = n, and the dimensionless parameters of the model are 

e = a/R. p = ps/a, u = v e / W e .  The dimensionless model is then 

d e2 dn 
~ : c p  = -Vi(, - cp) - g- +pV2cp 

U aY p2 

dn e2 dcp 8 -= -  Vi( ,  - cp) +d,lnno- - g-(n - 4) + DV2n 
d t  u dY aY 
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where g = dR/dr. This 3D model has resistive drift waves driven by the density gradient 

through the charge separation from finite ktpz and the resistive interchange driven 

modes from W*WD > 0 where WD = (clc$/eB)(dR/dr) is the averaged grad-Illcurvature 
drift frequency (Chen et  al., 1980). The linear eigenmodes are of two types: localized to the 

rational surfaces where lcll = 0 and global modes (Sugama et al., 1988; Hong et al., 1991). 

The global modes are observed in the Heliotron and in the H1- Heliac (Schatz et  al., 1995). 

Sugama, Wakatani and Hasegawa carried out 3D simulations of this system and the 

results for one case are shown in Fig. 6. The density fluctuations are large and give a 

qualitative explanation of the similar tokamak and stellarator/helical device edge density 

fluctuations. 

The electric potential has the important property of developing an m = O/n = 0 com- 

ponent with a well-defined circular null surface. This po,o(r,t) = 0 surface partially blocks 

the turbulent losses from the core of the cylindrical model. For stellarators the m = 1, n = 1 

rational surface is near the edge of the plasma and the dominant modes in this simulation 

are the m = 3/n = 2 and m = 2/n = 1 fluctuations and the m = O/n = 0 background 

profile for ug = -cE,/B. These simulations with VJw, = 1.4 x are too collisional to 

apply to the edge of tokamaks with I > 1MA confinement devices (where velum 
Wakatani et al. (1992) extend the investigation of the model (120)-(121) to include 

an externally imposed electric field Er(r) exceeding the strength of self-consistently field 

generated from the m = O/n = 0 modes. The E, < 0 field suppresses the turbulence during 

the growth phases, but produces only a weak reduction of the flux in the saturated state. The 

collisionality dependence of the particle flux is shown to increase with u, for u/w, < 
and then to increase as u:/3 for u/w, > 

In the widely investigated 2D model of the Hasegawa-Wakatani equations (19)-(20) the 

operator Vi + -kll or -l/Lc," where fll is the relevant mean parallel wavenumber and Lc 

is the connection length to the divertor end plates in the scrape-off layer (open field lines) 

-2 
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modeling. 

The space-time units are changed to the local scales of ps and Ln/cs in these 2D studies. 

The standard form of the Hasegawa-Wakatani 2D model is then 

84 
dt  aY 

- -K-  +a($ - n) + DV2n d n  - -  

where the viscosity p and D are taken s m d ,  but finite to  absorb all fluctuation energy 

reaching the smallest resolved space scales in the simulation system. The system’s strong 

turbulence features at small a where a/Z - 1 where x)ZIT are taken at the peak of the 

energy spectrum. Here the overbar on k ,w,y  denote a mean value near the peak of the 

energy spectrum Ek. One can show that x a1/3,7 x a113 and that Ei; N T2/X3 21 l/(u1I3 

(Krommes and Hu, 1994). In the large a limit the density n + $(l+O(l/a)) approaches the 

adiabatic limit and a weaker turbulence appears with Ek 21 7 Z/x3 x 1/a since 7 N l / a )  and 

k = cyo and Z = ao independent of a. These a-scalings in the small-a and large-a regimes 

have been verified by direct numerical simulation and the statistical closure method. The 

analytical closure method used here is a realizable Markovian closure (RMC) a derivative 

from Krachnan’s DIA. Figure 7 shows the good agreement between the direct numerical 

simulation (DNS) and the RMC closure calculation. 

- 

The new parameter a = kiTe/meVewo measuring the parallel electron diffusion in a 

characteristic wave period (l/wo) determines the properties of the waves. For a 2 1 the 

electrons tend to the Boltzmann distribution 6 = e$/T‘ and the Hasegawa-Mima equation 

is recovered. 
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VI. List of Figures 

1. The dependence of the effective electron collision frequency ud on the drift velocity of 

the elecrons with respect to the ions. The regime of u/v, 5 0.5 is dominated by ion 

acoustic turbulence while the regime u/ve 2 1 is that of the two-stream instability. 

2. Spectral distribution of wave vectors for current driven turbulence in unmagnetized 

plasma. The k-vectors form a cone in the direction of the electron drift velocity u. 

The shape of the cone is determined by the balance of the linear growth rate and the 

nonlinear scattering of the waves (Horton et al., 1976). 

3. A segment of a drift wave fluctuation showing the variation of the electrostatic potential 

and the density perpendicular to the magnetic field at a given instant of time. The 

contours of cp = const in the plane perpendicular to 232 are the stream lines of the 

E x B particle motion. The potential and the density variation are out of phase by 

$&,9 producing the net downward flux. 

4. The measured frequency spectrum obtained from far infrared laser scattering from the 

electron density fluctuations from the drift waves in the TEXT tokamak (courtesy of 

Brower). 

5. Evolution of the temperature and density profiles for the JT-6OU experiment during 

the formation of the internal transport barrier at r/a = 0.7. (a) Smoothed density 

profiles used to compute the gradient scale lengths at four times during the growth 

of the core pressure from the internal transport barrier. The insert gives en = L,/R; 

(b) Ion temperature profiles and the insert shows 6% = &JR. 

6. The evolution of (a) the electrostatic potential and (b) the density contours for the 

3D turbulence given by the resistive drift wave model with average unfavorable toroidal 
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curvature (courtesy of Wakatani). The time values are in uni ts  of eBu*/cT' = (a/p,)2w,1. 

7. The power law decrease of the turbulent kinetic energy with adiabaticity parameter 

cy in the Hasegawa-Wakatani equations. In the limit of luge cy the drift wave model 

reduces to the Terry-Horton model applicable at higher plasma temperatures. 
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